Polyethylene canoes
Our equipment does not tolerate compromises – on our offer you will find not only polyester kayaks and canoes
but also very safe and comfortable equipment making use of the latest polyethylene technology. We focused on
the quality of our equipment and the safety of our customers !! The customer has to trust us and feel safe while
canoeing – that is most crucial from our perspective. Our equipment comes from the best companies in the
kayaking industry, we do not provide the so-called “garage mades”. Check out our equipment and compare with
others !! We are not afraid of comparisons, we respect our competitors !!

POLYETHYLENE CANOE: BOREAL BOHEME 460
The classic model of a three person canoe by renowned French company Boreal. This model has a very robust
design. It is very stable and easy to control and its large displacement ensures safe movement of the whole
family. Perfect for rivers, lakes, canals. The open cockpit version makes it possible to load large amounts of
luggage. Three profiled seats provide comfort of canoeing. It is the optimal choice for a reasonable price. Wide
bottom offers more stability while canoeing.

And below the most important features:
material: polyethylene, the latest development in the production of kayaks, super strong, not afraid of
challenging routes, safe and secure, and most importantly: it does not sink !!
cockpit: wide, comfortable, providing much comfort on the route
seat: comfortable, profiled, do not make people tired while paddling, even after few hours you will not feel
the effects of sitting
in the middle seat two caps locking caps for chambers for valuables and everything that we want to have
at hand
special handles on the bow and stern for carrying kayaks easily
wide bottom offers a sense of stability during canoeing
high capacity thanks to the open cockpit version

Specifications:
length: 4,60m
width: 95 cm
weight 37 kg

